
Neural Recording Methods

Types of neural recording

1. evoked potentials
2. extracellular, one neuron at a time
3. extracellular, many neurons at a time
4. intracellular (sharp or patch), one neuron at a time



Evoked potentials

Evoked potentials record the summed electrical 
activity from a large population of neurons.

Two types:
1. far-field evoked potential (e.g., from the scalp)

2.   near-field evoked potentials  (e.g., from the inferior 
colliculus



Far Field Evoked Potentials

• To a punctate stimulus, e.g., click, noise burst, tone burst. 
Referred to as an auditory brainstem response (ABR)

• To a continuous stimulus, e.g., continuous tone, 
continuous sinusoidal amplitude modulated (SAM) tone 
or SAM noise. Referred to as an amplitude modulation 
following response (AMFR) or auditory steady state 
response (ASSR).



Far-field evoked potentials recorded from a 
mouse to clicks (ABR)



Analysis of far-field evoked potentials recorded from a human to 
a continuous SAM tone (AMFR)



Far-field evoked potentials recorded from a human to continuous 
SAM tones varying in carrier frequency and level (AMFR)



Far-field evoked potentials recorded from  humans with hearing impairment 
to continuous SAM tones varying in carrier frequency and level  (AMFR)



Neural substrates of the AMFR



How can you measure latency from the response to a 
continuous sound ?



near-field evoked potentials recorded in the rabbit SOC, 
IC, and auditory cortex



Extracellular recording: one neuron at a time

Types of Electrodes

tungsten

platinum/irridium

indium

stainless steel

glass



Plot of response of neuron 03C05I whose neural recordings were 
just played to you. The plot is called a rate-level function and this 

is an example of a non-monotonic rate-level function.
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Extracellular recording, many neurons at a time. Left panel: a 
schematic of a multi-site recording probe placed across  the IC 
isofrequency lamina. Right panel: dorsal surface of a cat inferior 
colliculus
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Recordings from multi-site probe shows that best frequency
increases with penetration depth



Example of an intracellular recording from an IC neuron 
using a sharp electrode



Commonly used data displays

• Post stimulus time histograms (PSTs)

• Period or cycle histograms

• Inter-spike interval histogram

• Dot rasters



Examples of a post stimulus time histogram



Relation between PST histogram and cycle histogram





Examples of a cycle histogram derived from the neural 
recordings that were just played to you



Inter-spike interval histogram

Rose et al., 1967; Yost Fig 9-8
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Examples of dot rasters



Stimuli used to study binaural hearing in neurons

Binaural cues used in localization

Interaural time differences (ITDs)

Interaural level differences (ILDs)



Neurons are sensitive to the ongoing ITDs in the fine 
structure of the sound, not the onset ITDs 



An efficient stimulus to study ITD sensitivity in neurons 
is the binaural beat.



Response to the binaural beat converted to ITD using 
the neural recordings to the binaural beat that was just 

played to you



Advantages of the binaural beat over static stimuli
efficient
monaural and binaural responses can be extracted



Interaural level differences

Two methods

1. the level to the excitatory ear is held constant and 
the level to the other ear is varied. Referred to as 
EMI.

2. the level to both ears are varied such that the 
average or mean binaural level is constant. Referred 
to as ABl or MBI 



EMI method: two ways



Types of ILD functions using EMI



ABI versus EMI method



Anesthetized versus unanesthetized: monaural effects



Anesthetized versus unanesthetized: monaural effects



Anesthetized versus unanesthetized: cat versus rabbit


